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Abstract
We prove that the generators g1, . . . , gn of a lattice-ordered abelian group G form a free generating set iff each `-ideal generated
by any n − 1 linear combinations of the gi is strictly contained in some maximal `-ideal of G.
c© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Statement of the result
A lattice-ordered abelian group, `-group for short, is an algebra (G,+,−, 0,∨,∧) such that (G,+,−, 0) is an
abelian group, (G,∨,∧) is a lattice, and x + (y ∨ z) = (x + y)∨ (x + z) for all x, y, z ∈ G. Since `-groups form an
equational class, for each n = 1, 2, . . . there is an `-group An with n free generators z1, . . . , zn . In other words, [1,
p. 87], z1, . . . , zn generate An , and for any `-group G and map ϕ: {z1, . . . , zn} → G, ϕ can be uniquely extended
to an `-homomorphism of An into G. An is uniquely determined up to `-isomorphism, and is known as the free
n-generator `-group.
For T a topological space let C(T,R) denote the `-group of all real-valued continuous functions defined over
T , with the pointwise operations of R. For each i = 1, . . . , n let pii :Rn → R be the i th projection function,
pii (x1, . . . , xn) = xi . As is well known, [1, 5.A], An is the `-subgroup of C(Rn,R) generated by pi1, . . . , pin , and
{pi1, . . . , pin} is a free generating set of An . In particular, every linear combination (with integer coefficients) of the
pii is an element of An .
Free generating sets of algebras in many equational classes can be characterized without resorting to the universal
property mentioned above: among others, this is the case for groups, abelian groups, semigroups, boolean algebras,
and MV-algebras. Despite the time-honored history, and the recent revival of interest in free `-groups [2–6], we have
not found in the literature any direct characterization of free generating sets of `-groups.
Using only the rudiments of `-group theory, in this note we prove
Theorem 1.1. Let g1, . . . , gn (n ≥ 2) generate an `-group G. Then {g1, . . . , gn} is free if and only if G 6= {0} and
for any linear combinations l1, . . . , ln−1 of g1 . . . , gn the `-ideal generated by l1, . . . , ln−1 is strictly contained in a
maximal `-ideal.
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For later use we state here the following elementary fact:
Lemma 1.2. Let us write
S = Sn−1 = {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn | x21 + · · · + x2n = 1} (1)
for the (n − 1)-dimensional unit sphere centered at the origin. Let J be an `-ideal of An and VJ = S ∩⋂{ f −1(0) |
f ∈ J }. Suppose g ∈ An , 0 ≤ g, and the zeroset g−1(0) contains some relatively open subset O of S containing VJ .
Then g ∈ J .
Proof. Since S is compact and VJ is closed, by definition of `-ideal there exists f ∈ J such that f ≥ 0 and
O ⊇ S ∩ f −1(0). From S ∩ g−1(0) ⊇ O ⊇ S ∩ f −1(0) we get g−1(0) ⊇ f −1(0). By [1, 5.2.1] we can write m f ≥ g
for some positive integer m. It follows that g ∈ J . 
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1
(⇒) Skipping all trivialities and identifying G with An via the map pii 7→ gi , each free generator gi coincides
with the projection function pii . Let l1, . . . , ln−1 be arbitrary linear combinations of the gi ’s (always with integer
coefficients). Let I be the `-ideal of An generated by l1, . . . , ln−1. Then I is the `-ideal generated by the single
element
w = |l1| + · · · + |ln−1|, (2)
where | · | denotes absolute value. By Baker’s theorem [1, 5.2.2], we can identify the quotient `-group An/I with
the `-subgroup of C(w−1(0),R) generated by the restrictions of pi1, . . . , pin to the zeroset w−1(0). In other words, a
function f ∈ An belongs to I iff its zeroset f −1(0) contains the intersection H of the zerosets of the l j ’s. Now observe
that H is the intersection of≤ n−1 hyperplanes inRn , whence dim H ≥ 1. It follows that some line L passing through
the origin is contained in H . Since the l j ’s are linear combinations of pi1, . . . , pin with integer coefficients, we can
safely assume L to be a rational line, in the sense that some nonzero vector v with integer coordinates lies in L . Let
L1, L2 be the two half-lines of L having the origin as a vertex. For each k = 1, 2 let Jk = { f ∈ An | f = 0 over Lk}.
Then J1 and J2 are `-ideal s of An , both containing I . Thus to conclude the proof of the (⇒)-direction it suffices to
settle the following
Claim 1. J1 and J2 are distinct maximal ` ideals of An .
It is not hard to see that J1 and J2 are distinct: thus, for example, if the half-line L1 belongs to the first orthant,
then the function 0 ∨ pi1 ∨ · · · ∨ pin vanishes over L2 but not over L1, whence it belongs to J2 \ J1.
To prove that J1 and J2 are maximal `-ideal ’s of An , recalling (1), for each k = 1, 2 let sk = Lk ∩ S. By way of
contradiction, suppose J1 is strictly contained in an `-ideal J ′1 6= An , and let f1 = f1(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ J ′1 \ J1. Without
loss of generality f1 ≥ 0. Thus f1(s1) > 0. By symmetry, the function f2(x1, . . . , xn) = f1(−x1, . . . ,−xn) satisfies
0 ≤ f2 ∈ J ′2 \ J2 and f2(s2) > 0. In the case f1(s2) > 0 we set f ′ = f1. In the case f1(s2) = 0 we set f ′ = f1 ∨ f2,
and we note that f2(s1) = 0 and f2 ∈ J1 ⊆ J ′1. In any case, f ′ belongs to J ′1, and for some  > 0 we have f ′ > 
over some open neighborhood W of s1 ∪ s2 in S. From (2) it follows that, for all large integers m > 0, the function
mw takes all its values > over the complement of W in S; this is so because mw vanishes precisely over the line
L . Trivially, mw belongs to I ⊆ J1 ⊆ J ′1. Summing up, the function f ′ + mw belongs to J ′1 and takes all its values
> over S. Since every element of An is dominated by some positive integer multiple of f ′ + mw, we conclude that
J ′1 = An , against our assumption. Our claim is settled.
(⇐) Suppose the generating set {g1, . . . , gn} of G is not free (absurdum hypothesis). The map pii 7→ gi canonically
extends to an `-homomorphism η of An onto G. The kernel K = ker(η) is an `-ideal of An , and by universal algebra
(see, e.g., [1, p. 35 and references therein]) we have a canonical `-isomorphism
G ∼= An/K . (3)
The set
VK = S ∩
⋂
{ f −1(0) | f ∈ K }
is a closed subset of the sphere S defined in (1). Further, VK is nonempty. For otherwise, if VK = ∅ the compactness
of S yields some finite subset f1, . . . , fu of K satisfying S ∩ f −11 (0)∩ · · · ∩ f −1u (0) = ∅. Without loss of generality,
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each fi is ≥ 0. For some  > 0 the function f = f1 + · · · + fu is >  over S. Thus the positive integer multiples
of f eventually dominate every element of An , whence K = An and G ∼= An/K = {0}, which is impossible. Direct
inspection also shows that VK is a proper subset of S. Indeed, if VK = S then K = {0}, whence η is one–one.
Since the gi are generating, η is in fact an `-isomorphism of An onto G sending each pii into gi , against our initial
hypothesis.
We have proved
∅ $ VK $ S, and VK a closed subset of S. (4)
Let us write R≥0r = {λr | 0 ≤ λ ∈ R} and
Rr = R≥0r ∪ R≤0r = {λr | λ ∈ R}. (5)
Then for some nonzero integer vector r in Zn , the point
r′ = S ∩ R≥0r
is not an element of VK . Fix a relatively open subset U of S such that r′ ∈ U and
cl(U ) ∩ VK = ∅, (6)
where cl(U ) is the closure of U in S (=the closure of U in Rn). The complementary set C = S \U satisfies
∅ $ C $ S and C a closed subset of S. (7)
Let JC be the `-ideal of An given by the functions whose zeroset contains C . Let An  C denote the `-group of
restrictions to C of the functions in An ,
An  C = { f  C | f ∈ An}. (8)
The map f ∈ An 7→ f  C sends JC -equivalent elements f ′, f ′′ ofAn (in the sense that | f ′− f ′′| ∈ JC ) to the same
function of An  C . We then have a canonical `-isomorphism
An/JC ∼= An  C. (9)
It follows that An/JC is an `-group of continuous real-valued functions.
The concrete representation of An/JC as an `-group of functions will enable us to construct linear combinations
h1, . . . , hn−1 of pi1  C, . . . pin  C such that the `-ideal generated by h1, . . . , hn−1 is not strictly contained in any
maximal `-ideal of An/JC . To this end, for each i = 1, . . . , n− 1 let the nonzero integer vector ci = (ci1, . . . , cin) ∈
Zn be such that the intersection of the hyperplanes c⊥1 , . . . , c⊥n−1 coincides with the rational line Rr defined in (5)
above. For each i = 1, . . . , n − 1 let the function hi ∈ An  C be given by
hi =
n∑
j=1
ci j (pii  C). (10)
Let Ir be the `-ideal of An  C generated by h1, . . . , hn−1. Thus, for every g ∈ An
g  C ∈ Ir ⇔ |g  C | ≤ m(|h1| + · · · + |hn−1|) for some 0 < m ∈ Z. (11)
Claim 2. For every maximal `-ideal M of An  C , Ir is not strictly contained in M .
We argue by cases. If −r′ ∈ C , then a necessary condition for g  C to be a member of Ir is that g(−r′) = 0. The
condition is also sufficient, again by [1, 5.2.1]. Thus, Ir is the `-ideal of all restrictions f  C of functions f ∈ An
vanishing at −r′. Arguing as in the proof of Claim 1 we see that Ir is a maximal `-ideal of An  C , whence Ir is not
strictly contained in M .
If, on the other hand, −r′ 6∈ C , since r′ 6∈ C , it follows that for all integers m > 0 the function em =
m(|h1| + · · · + |hn−1|) ∈ Ir never vanishes over C . By (7), for every f ∈ An  C we have em ≥ | f | for suitably large
m. Thus Ir coincides with An  C , and is not strictly contained in M .
In either case, Ir is not strictly contained in any maximal `-ideal of An  C . Our claim is settled.
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Claim 3. K ⊇ JC .
Suppose 0 ≤ g ∈ JC . By (9) the zeroset of g contains C , whence g vanishes over the relative interior relint(C)
of C in S. Now the complement in S of relint(C) coincides with the closure cl(U ) of U = S \ C . By (6), relint(C)
is a relatively open subset of S containing VK . By Lemma 1.2, g belongs to K . Since `-ideals are generated by their
positive elements, our claim is settled.
Recalling now (3) and (9), let us identify G with An/K . Let ρ:An → An  C be the restriction map. Then for
some map σ :An  C → G, the surjection η:An → G factors as η = σ ◦ ρ. More precisely, the map pii  C 7→ g1
canonically extends to an `-homomorphism σ of An  C onto G such that η = σ ◦ ρ. With reference to (10), let
l1, . . . , ln−1 ∈ G be given by
li = σ(hi ) = σ
(
n∑
j=1
ci j (pii  C)
)
=
n∑
j=1
ci jσ(pii  C) =
n∑
j=1
ci jgi . (12)
Let I be the `-ideal of G generated by {l1, . . . , ln−1}. In the case Ir = An  C , I will coincide with G. In the case Ir
is maximal inAn , I will either be maximal in G or else it will coincide with G. In any case, I is not strictly contained
in any maximal `-ideal of G. Since I is generated by n − 1 linear combinations of the generators gi of G, we have
obtained a contradiction. The proof is complete.
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